Arnold Wesker:
A Preliminary Inventory of His Papers at the Harry Ransom Center [Part 2]
Listing of Posters

Descriptive Summary

Title: Arnold Wesker Papers 1925-2000
Dates: 1925-2000
Extent: 280 boxes 7 oversize boxes 9 restricted boxes oversize flat files (134 linear feet)
Abstract: This comprehensive collection of works and papers of British playwright Arnold Wesker comprises a lifetime of creative endeavor, and documents his involvement in many of the 20th century's important political, social and artistic movements.

Due to size, this inventory had been divided into two files: one containing the folder list and Index of Works and another for the Index of Correspondents. The files may be accessed by clicking on the highlighted text below:

Arnold Wesker Papers: Series I.- Series VI.
Arnold Wesker Papers: Poster Listing [This Page]
Arnold Wesker Papers: Posters


Centre 42 Poster: Centre 42. Advance notice posters For Birmingham, Leicester and Nottingham 1962

Centre 42 Poster: Centre 42. ‘Big Band Bash'. Centre 42's big band performs at the Marquee Jazz Club. London 10 and 17 May 1963

Centre 42 Poster: Centre 42. Centre Fortytwo 1962 Festivals Birmingham, Leicester, Wellingborough and Nottingham. (Hayes and Bristol missing). 1962

Centre 42 Poster: Centre 42. Christopher Logue will read his poems 1962

Centre 42 Poster: Centre 42. Dance 42 Jazz Nottingham 29 September 1962

Centre 42 Poster: Centre 42. Folk Singing Bristol 4 November 1962

Centre 42 Poster: Centre 42. Have London Artists A Voice? Protest meeting at the Roundhouse 14 Nov. mid-1960s

Centre 42 Poster: Centre 42. Jass In Concert And In Contrast. In aid of funds for Centre 42 a concert by Johnny Dankworth and his orchestra; Tubby Hayes and his quintet; Cleo Laine. [fragile condition] 21 Sept. 1963 or 64

Centre 42 Poster: Centre 42. Jazz At Congress House Feb./Mar., 1963

Centre 42 Poster: Centre 42. Pete Seeger At The Roundhouse [fragile condition] 6 January 1967

Centre 42 Poster: Centre 42. To The Trade Union Exhibition 1962

Centre 42, Roundhouse: Roundhouse plans. 1. The plans designed by Architects' Co-Partnership. Named.

Centre 42, Roundhouse: Roundhouse plans. 2. Two sheets of plans by AUA. Named.

Centre 42, Roundhouse: Roundhouse plans. 3. Various sheets of plans in colour. Unnamed- but I think these are the Alio/Chematov designs.

Centre 42, Roundhouse: Roundhouse plans. 4. One sheet of designs by Bickerdyke and Allen
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Centre 42, Roundhouse: Roundhouse plans. 5. Various sheets of plans for the structure of the exhibition panels used during the 1962 Festivals

Centre 42, Roundhouse: Roundhouse plans. 6. A photocopy of a drawing of the Roundhouse after its conversion possibly done by the Alio/Chematov group

Centre 42, Roundhouse: Roundhouse plans. 7. A fundraising advert designed by a very clever American designer called, Bob Gill. This idea of a single column advert in the middle of a huge newspaper page although never used by Centre 42 was many years later used by others

Centre 42, Roundhouse: Roundhouse posters

Poster for play: Annie Wobbler Ankara, Turkey

Poster for play: Annie Wobbler Japan?

Poster for play: Annie Wobbler. Anna Sokolowska Teatr Miniatura, Krakow, Poland 1989

Poster for play: Annie Wobbler. Christine Cohendy Theatre del Athénée March/April 1987

Poster for play: Annie Wobbler. Edith Scob Theatre Les Ateliers, Lyon, France Circa mid-1980s

Poster for play: Annie Wobbler. Elisabetta Pozzi (2 posters) Teatro Politecnico, Rome, Italy Apr. '86; May 1988

Poster for play: Annie Wobbler. Eva Kerbler; Regie Anne Cuneo Theater an der Winkelwiese, Zurich, Switzerland January 1986

Poster for play: Annie Wobbler. Gabriela Vranova Prague 1990

Poster for play: Annie Wobbler. Gerda Marchand Antwerp 1991

Poster for play: Annie Wobbler. Judie Douglass Court Theatre, New Zealand Circa mid-1980s


Poster for play: Annie Wobbler. Seela Sella Helsinki, Finland 1983

Poster for play: Annie Wobbler. Sloane Bosniak New York, USA Circa late 1980s

Poster for play: Annie Wobbler. Vivienne McKee London Toast Theatre March 1985
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Poster for play: Beorhtel's Hill Community play, Basildon, UK June 1989

Poster for play: Blood Libel Norwich Playhouse February 1996

Poster for play: Caritas Tokyo, Japan

Poster for play: Caritas Ljubljana, Slovenia

Poster for play: Caritas (2 posters) National Theatre in the Cottesloe, London, UK October 1981

Poster for play: Caritas- the opera Opera North at the South Bank Centre, London July 1991

Poster for play: Chicken Soup with Barley Royal Court Theatre, London 14 July 1958

Poster for play: Chicken Soup with Barley Barcelona 1978

Poster for play: Chicken Soup with Barley Stadsteatern, Norrköping-Linköping, Sweden Undated

Poster for play: Chicken Soup with Barley Pembroke Old Reader, UK March 1985.

Poster for play: Chicken Soup with Barley Institucion Teatral El Galpon, Either Montevideo, Uruguay or Caracas, Venezuela! Sept./Oct. 1966

Poster for play: Chicken Soup with Barley Unity Theatre, London. Circa early 1960s

Poster for play: Chicken Soup with Barley The Jewish Theatre Company, New End Theatre, London. March 1983

Poster for play: Chicken Soup with Barley Tokyo, Japan Undated

Poster for play: Chicken Soup with Barley Tower Theatre, London Circa late 1980s

Poster for play: Chicken Soup with Barley (2 posters) Half Moon Theatre, London Circa 1989

Poster for play: Chicken Soup with Barley (2 posters) Teatro Bellas Artes, Madrid, Spain May 1978/79

Poster for play: Chicken Soup with Barley [fragile condition] Cambridge University Circa 1959

Poster for play: Chips With Everything Royal Court, London. Circa late 1970s
Poster for play: Chips With Everything Athens, Greece 1991 (I think)

Poster for play: Chips With Everything Piccolo Theatre, Milan, Italy 1966/67

Poster for play: Chips With Everything Tehran, Iran

Poster for play: Chips With Everything Cameri Theatre, Tel Aviv 1976/77

Poster for play: Chips With Everything Antwerp, Belgium December 1963

Poster for play: Chips With Everything Birmingham Repertory Theatre, Birmingham, UK April 1981

Poster for play: Chips With Everything Leeds Playhouse, Leeds, UK May/June 1985

Poster for play: Chips With Everything Theatre Studio, Bucharest, Rumania 1969/70

Poster for play: Chips With Everything The Riksteatern, Sweden Undated

Poster for play: Chips With Everything Royal National Theatre, London, UK 1997

Poster for play: Chips With Everything Grup Teatre Independent del Cicf, Barcelona (?), Spain 1969

Poster for play: Chips With Everything (2 posters) TNP, Paris, France January 1972

Poster for play: Chips With Everything (2 posters) Madâ€”ich Theatre, Budapest, Hungary April 1984

Poster for play: Chips With Everything (4 posters) The Cambridge Theatre Company, Cambridge (three posters); The Arts Theatre, Cambridge; The Grand Theatre, Swansea; Theatre Royal, Brighton. circa late 1970s

Poster for play: East End Voices, East End Lives by Vince Foxall Theatre Royal, Stratford East, London

Poster for play: Entertainer, The; by John Osborne. AW's production Theatr Clwyd, Mold, Wales 12 March 1983

Poster for play: Four Portraits- of Mothers Mexico 1997

Poster for play: Four Portraits- of Mothers Teatro delle Saline, Italy Feb. 1993

Poster for play: Four Portraits- of Mothers Theatre Museum, London November 1987
Poster for play: Four Portraits of Mothers Matzukoshi Royal Theatre, Tokyo, Japan 2 July 1982

Poster for play: Four Portraits of Mothers The Waring Theatre, USA

Poster for play: Four Portraits of Mothers Theater Âœberall, DÂ¼sseldorf, Germany

Poster for play: Four Portraits of Mothers (2 posters) Man In The Moon Theatre, London Oct./Nov. 1987

Poster for play: Four Portraits of Mothers (2 posters) Paris, France October 1991

Poster for play: Four Seasons, The Ankara, Turkey


Poster for play: Four Seasons, The Teatro Estudio, Havana, Cuba 1968

Poster for play: Four Seasons, The Das Theater Der Keller, Cologne, Germany November 1979

Poster for play: Four Seasons, The Théâtre Montparnasse, Paris, France 1968

Poster for play: Four Seasons, The Theater An Der Winkelwiese, Zurich, Switzerland Circa late 1970s

Poster for play: Four Seasons, The Teatro Belli, Rome, Italy

Poster for play: Four Seasons, The Det Ny Teater, Copenhagen, Denmark 1967

Poster for play: Four Seasons, The Det Kongelige Teater, Copenhagen, Denmark Circa mid 1980s

Poster for play: Four Seasons, The The Experimental Theatre Club, Manchester, UK Undated

Poster for play: Four Seasons, The Harrogate Theatre, Harrogate, UK April/May 1984

Poster for play: Four Seasons, The Tokyo, Japan

Poster for play: Four Seasons, The Traverse Theatre Club, Edinburgh, Scotland Circa 1980's

Poster for play: Four Seasons, The The Space, somewhere in Germany November 1972

Poster for play: Four Seasons, The Stadsteate, Stockholm, Sweden Circa mid-1980s
Poster for play: Four Seasons, The (2 posters) Yorkshire Theatre Company, UK.
National tour Undated

Poster for play: Four Seasons, The (2 posters) Teatro Granero, Mexico City, Mexico
August 1981

Poster for play: Four Seasons, The (3 posters) The 18e Theatre, Paris, France June
1989

Poster for play: Four Seasons, The [fragile condition] Divadlo Cs-Armady Na
Vinohradech, Prague 1965

Poster for play: Friends, The Modena, Italy 1980?

Poster for play: Friends, The Kassel, Germany Circa early 70's

Poster for play: Friends, The Tokyo, Japan Circa early 70's

Poster for play: Friends, The Lucernaire Theatre, Paris Circa early 70's

Poster for play: Friends, The Germinal Stage, Denver, Colorado, USA Circa early
70's

Poster for play: Friends, The Unity Theatre, New Zealand Circa early 70's

Poster for play: Friends, The Aarhus Theatre, Denmark 1970/71 season

Poster for play: Friends, The (2 posters) Stadsteatern, Stockholm Sweden 1970

Poster for play: Friends, The (3 posters) Centro Teatrale San Geminiano di Modena,
Italy 1986

Poster for play: Friends, The (7 posters, some used in packing) The Roundhouse,
London 19 May 1971

Poster for play: I'm Talking About Jerusalem Tower Theatre, London. Amateur
January 1993

Poster for play: I'm Talking About Jerusalem New Mitre Players, Selwyn Diamond,
UK. Amateur. December 1986

Poster for play: I'm Talking About Jerusalem (4 posters) Theatre Grenier de
Toulouse, France March/April 1978

Poster for play: I'm Talking About Jerusalem [fragile condition] The Belgrade
Theatre, Coventry, UK 4 April 1960
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Poster for play: I'm Talking About Jerusalem (poster and flyer) Théâtre Populaire du Val de Marne, Champigny, France May 1974

Poster for play: Journalists, The Questors Theatre, London 1996

Poster for play: Journalists, The Germany- a state poster advertising different plays in the different cities. 1981


Poster for play: Journalists, The Criterion Theatre, Coventry, UK. Mar./Apr. 1972 or 73

Poster for play: Journalists, The Royal Scottish Academy of Music and Drama, Glasgow, Scotland, UK. 8/11 June, circa 1975


Poster for play: Kitchen, The Stadsteatern, Gothenburg, Sweden 10 September 1971

Poster for play: Kitchen, The Paris April 1967

Poster for play: Kitchen, The Grenier de Toulouse 1983

Poster for play: Kitchen, The Japan The 90's

Poster for play: Kitchen, The Antwerp, Netherlands 1995

Poster for play: Kitchen, The Moscow 1984

Poster for play: Kitchen, The Hungary 1992

Poster for play: Kitchen, The Bourgogne, France 1998-2000

Poster for play: Kitchen, The Bologna, Italy February 1991

Poster for play: Kitchen, The Szinhaz (I think), Hungary 1992/3

Poster for play: Kitchen, The Magdeburg, Germany 1975

Poster for play: Kitchen, The Essen, Germany Date not known
Poster for play: Kitchen, The Poland 1976
Poster for play: Kitchen, The Montreal, Canada March/April 1979
Poster for play: Kitchen, The Montreal, Canada Possibly 1989
Poster for play: Kitchen, The Tokyo, Japan
Poster for play: Kitchen, The Poland (The city of Koszalin?) 1976
Poster for play: Kitchen, The Warsaw, Poland 1972
Poster for play: Kitchen, The Antwerp, Belgium 1972/73
Poster for play: Kitchen, The Buenos Aires, Argentina Mid-1970s
Poster for play: Kitchen, The Zurich, Switzerland
Poster for play: Kitchen, The Norwich, Norfolk, UK. Amateur 1984
Poster for play: Kitchen, The Perth, (we think Scotland rather than Australia)
Poster for play: Kitchen, The Istanbul, Turkey. University production 1981
Poster for play: Kitchen, The Norrköping-Linköping, Sweden 1966
Poster for play: Kitchen, The Grupo Peaquatro, Lisbon, Portugal (I think)
Poster for play: Kitchen, The Den Nationale Scene, Copenhagen (maybe)
Poster for play: Kitchen, The Copenhagen. Det Ny Teater Circa late 1960s
Poster for play: Kitchen, The (2 posters) University of Madison 1990
Poster for play: Kitchen, The (2 posters) Frankfurt, Germany April 1972
Poster for play: Kitchen, The (2 posters) National Theatre, Brussels, Belgium Late 1960s
Poster for play: Kitchen, The (2 posters) Prague, Czechoslovakia 1962
Poster for play: Kitchen, The (2 posters) [fragile condition] Teatro Casa de la Cultura, Bogota, Colombia 1968
Poster for play: Kitchen, The [fragile] Cambridge, UK 1959 or 1960
Poster for play: Kitchen, The [fragile condition] Brazil
Poster for play: Kitchen, The [fragile condition] Moscow 1973/4
Poster for play: Kitchen, The [fragile condition] Wroclaw, Poland 1973
Poster for play: Kitchen, The [fragile condition] Budapest, Hungary 1975
Poster for play: Kitchen, The. Ground plans Univ. of Madison 1990
Poster for play: Letter to a Daughter Contemporary Repertory Theatre of Valencia, Spain. 1997
Poster for play: Letter to a Daughter Theatre Ostgota, Sweden 1996
Poster for play: Letter to a Daughter National Theatre, Lisbon, Portugal 1996
Poster for play: Letter to a Daughter The Assembly Rooms, Edinburgh, Scotland 8 Aug.-5 Sept. 1998
Poster for play: Letter to a Daughter Haugesund Teater, Norway 1998
Poster for play: Letter to a Daughter Stockholm, Sweden 1998
Poster for play: Letter to a Daughter Denison University, Granville, Ohio 1997
Poster for play: Letter to a Daughter Korea March 1992
Poster for play: Letter to a Daughter Teatret Ved Sorte Hest, Copenhagen, Denmark. May 1998
Poster for play: Letter to a Daughter (2 posters) Italy 1993/94
Poster for play: Little Old Lady Teater Specto, Sigtuna, Sweden 1988
Poster for play: Little Old Lady & Shoeshine School's production. Central Lancaster High School, UK. January 1989
Poster for play: Love Letters On Blue Paper Northlight Theatre, Chicago, USA 2 November 1988
Poster for play: Love Letters On Blue Paper The National Theatre in the Cottesloe Theatre, London. 15 February 1978
Poster for play: Love Letters On Blue Paper The Open University Theatre, Milton Keynes, UK. Circa 1980's
Poster for play: Love Letters On Blue Paper The Royal Exchange, Manchester Circa 1980's

Poster for play: Love Letters On Blue Paper Trinity Players. No town (unless Merton Floats is a town) No date

Poster for play: Love Letters On Blue Paper Tokyo, Japan

Poster for play: Love Letters On Blue Paper (2 posters) The Riksteatret, Oslo, Norway February 1980

Poster for play: Menace Teatrul "A.Davila", Pitesti, Romania 1979

Poster for play: Merchant, The see Shylock

Poster for play: Merry Wives of Windsor Riksteatret, Oslo 1989/90


Poster for play: Mistress, The (2 posters) Festival of Arezzo, Italy November 1991

Poster for play: Mistress, The & Break, My Heart Sherman Theatre, Cardiff September 1997

Poster for play: Nottingham Captain, The Wellingborough, UK 1962

Poster for play: Old Ones, The The Kammerspiele, Munich, Germany 27 Feb. 1973

Poster for play: Old Ones, The The Royal Court, London August 1972

Poster for play: One More Ride on the Merry-Go-Round Phoenix Theatre, Leicester, UK 25 April 1985

Poster for play: Roots Nordland Theatre, Norway 1996

Poster for play: Roots Poland. Not sure which city. May 1976

Poster for play: Roots Westfälisches Landestheater, Castrop-Rauxel, Germany 1971

Poster for play: Roots Stadsteater, Stockholm, Sweden Circa mid-1980s

Poster for play: Roots Ipswich Theatre, Ipswich, UK March 1978

Poster for play: Roots Tokyo

Poster for play: Roots Tokyo
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Poster for play: Roots National Theatre, London October 1988
Poster for play: Roots Kent Oyunculari, Istanbul, Turkey 1986
Poster for play: Roots World premiere, Royal Court, London February 1959
Poster for play: Roots Fjordane Teater, Norway Circa early 1980s
Poster for play: Roots Century Theatre, somewhere in Yorkshire, UK 1985
Poster for play: Roots The Riksteatret, Oslo, Norway. Circa early 1980s
Poster for play: Roots Club de Teatro, Buenos Aires, Argentina (I think) 1961/62
Poster for play: Roots Deutsches Theatre, East Berlin 1976
Poster for play: Roots Queens School, UK. Amateur Undated
Poster for play: Roots The Sparrows Nest Theatre, Lowestoft, UK. Amateur, I think. Circa 1978
Poster for play: Roots Royal Court Theatre, UK Feb./Mar. 1967
Poster for play: Roots Stanford Theatre, Loughborough, UK Undated.
Poster for play: Roots Palace Theatre, Watford, UK March/April 1998
Poster for play: Roots (2 posters) Greece or Cyprus 1974
Poster for play: Shylock Aarhus, Denmark
Poster for play: Shylock Royal Dramaten, Stockholm, Sweden 8 October 1976
Poster for play: Shylock State Theatre, Augsburg, Germany 20 October 1985
Poster for play: Shylock Saidye Bronfman Centre Theatre, Montreal, Canada. 22 May/7 June 1980
Poster for play: Shylock Tokyo, Japan 1985
Poster for play: Shylock Osaka, Japan 1987
Poster for play: Shylock British premiere at Birmingham Repertory Theatre. 12 Oct.-4 Nov.1976
Poster for play: Shylock Riverside Studios, London. 16/22 October 1989
Poster for play: Shylock (The Merchant) Imperial Theatre; Plymouth Theatre; Forrest Theatre
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Poster for play: *Their Very Own and Golden City* Japan

Poster for play: *Their Very Own and Golden City* Aarhus Teater, Denmark May 1974

Poster for play: *Their Very Own and Golden City* Staatstheater, Braunschweig, Germany September 1985

Poster for play: *Their Very Own and Golden City* Deutsches Theater, East Berlin, Germany 1971

Poster for play: *Their Very Own and Golden City* Malmö Stadsteater, Sweden

Poster for play: *Their Very Own and Golden City* Wilhelmshaven, West Germany Circa late 1970s

Poster for play: *Their Very Own and Golden City* The Royal Court Theatre April/June 1966

Poster for play: Trilogy, The see Wesker Trilogy, The

Poster for play: *Wedding Feast, The* Birmingham Repertory Theatre June 1980

Poster for play: *Wedding Feast, The* Stockholm's Stadsteater

Poster for play: *Wedding Feast, The* The National Theatre, Brussels 1981/82

Poster for play: *Wedding Feast, The* The State Theatre, Karl-Marx-Stadt, East Germany

Poster for play: *Wedding Feast, The* Japan 1981

Poster for play: *Wedding Feast, The* The Belgium National Theatre 1981/82

Poster for play: *Wedding Feast, The* The Denison University 1995


Poster for play: Wesker, Lindsay Joe. Double bill: ´Reclamation' and ´Tampon Tea'; ´After Hours' Elephant Theatre; Mountview Theatre School. 23/27 March 1981; July 198?

Poster for play: Wesker Trilogy, The Tokyo, Japan 1982
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Poster for play: Wesker Trilogy, The (7 posters) Paris production at the T.E.P. 1995/6

Poster for play: Wesker Trilogy, The- abridged and named Il Faut Etre Fou Pour Pleurer Le Théâtre Populaire du Québec, Canada Undated

Poster for play: Wesker Trilogy, The- abridged and named "The Bridge" Tokyo, Japan

Poster for play: Wesker Trilogy (The Bridge) Japan

Poster for play: WESKER TRILOGY, YOU MUST SEE THE The Royal Court Theatre, London 1960


Poster for play: Whatever Happened to Betty Lemon? Theatre Echo, Saarbrucken, Germany September 1987

Poster for play: Whatever Happened to Betty Lemon? Sala Caffè Teatro, Rome, Italy Jan./Feb. 1989

Poster for play: Whatever Happened to Betty Lemon? (2 posters) Teatro Massaua, Bergamo, Italy May 1988

Poster for play: Whatever Happened to Betty Lemon & Yardsale Lisbon, Portugal March 1999


Poster for play: Whatever Happened to Betty Lemon? & Yardsale Horizont Theater, Cologne, Germany


Poster for play: Wild Spring Prague 1998

Poster for play: Yardsale Theatre West End, Edinburgh 12 August 1985

Poster for play: Yardsale [also Festival poster] The Other Place, Stratford Upon Avon, UK The 4th RSC Fringe Festival. October 1985

Poster for play: Yardsale & Four Portraits- of Mothers Denison University, Granville, Ohio 1995
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Poster for reading: A lecture about and readings from the One Woman Plays
University of Bremen, Germany 3 February 1982

Poster for reading: An Arnold Wesker week Radio Norfolk, Norfolk, UK October
1984

Poster for reading: 'An Evening With Arnold Wesker' Sheffield, UK 14 April 1996

Poster for reading: Annie Wobbler. A reading British Council, Paris, France 29
January 1986

Poster for reading: Arnold Wesker Seminar University of Bergamo, Italy 11 Apr.-3
May 1986

Poster for reading: 'Aspects of British Theatre' The Playhouse, Oxford, UK Circa
late 1970s (maybe).

Poster for reading: AW and Maggie Drabble read from their work British Council
tour of the South East of England July 1976

Poster for reading: AW reading from As Much As I Dare, poster and flyer The
Norwich Playhouse, Norwich, UK 2 April 1996

Poster for reading: AW reading from his work Lisbon, Portugal 25 March 1993

Poster for reading: AW reading from his work Smiths College, Amherst College,
Hampshire College, Fine Arts Centre, Umass, USA.

Poster for reading: AW reading One Woman Plays Lancaster University, Lancaster,
UK Circa mid 1980s

Poster for reading: AW reading One Woman Plays 7th International Theatre
Festival, Caracas, Venezuela. 1980

Poster for reading: AW reading The Mistress British Council, Brussels, Belgium 13
November 1989

Poster for reading: AW reading The Mistress in aid of the Marie Curie Cancer Fund
Lytham

Poster for reading: AW reads Annie Wobbler Jewish Book Fair, The Manor House,
London 17 November 1985

Poster for reading: AW reads Annie Wobbler Theatre Clwyd, Mold, Wales 13
February 1983

Poster for reading: AW reads Annie Wobbler Oxford Literary Society, Oxford, UK
20 October 1982

Poster for reading: AW reads DNA lecture and Whatever Happened to Betty Lemon. Uppsala, Sweden at the University English Society 5 November 1996

Poster for reading: AW reads from new work British Council, Cologne, Germany 25 January 1982

Poster for reading: AW reads from Said The Old Man To The Young Man Birmingham Polytechnic, Birmingham, UK 25 October 1978

Poster for reading: AW reads lecture Two Snarling Heads Student Evening, Lund, Sweden 18 March 1963


Poster for reading: AW reads Six Sundays In January The Roundhouse, London, UK Circa mid 1960s

Poster for reading: AW reads The Birth Of A Play Somewhere in Germany 26 January 1982

Poster for reading: AW reads Whatever Happened to Betty Lemon? English/American Cultural Centre, Ivrea, Italy 4 April 1986


Poster for reading: AW reads Whatever Happened to Betty Lemon, Yardsale and Annie Wobbler Orion Theatre, Sweden 4 Nov. circa 1996

Poster for reading: Birth of a Play: How "The Merchant" Was Written Department of Drama, University of Wisconsin, Madison, USA 29 April 1986

Poster for reading: Birth of a Play, with National Theatre actors reading National Theatre, London


Poster for reading: Discussion with AW, introduced by Rossana Bonadei Bergamo, Italy 18 December 1993

Poster for reading: 'Incontro con L'autore' Aquila University, Italy 9 May 1996

Poster for reading: Lecture about theatre Bow Hill Miners Welfare Scheme, Bow Hill, Cowdenbeath, Scotland. April mid 1960s
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Poster for reading: Lecture and play reading The British Council, West Berlin, Germany 1 February 1982

Poster for reading: Lecture: Birth of a Play Augsburg University 1982

Poster for reading: Lecture Birth Of A Play Zu Gast Im Club, East Berlin, Germany 9 February 1982

Poster for reading: Lecture The Birth Of A Play Brit'esch Festival, Luxembourg 14 November 1989

Poster for reading: Lecture The Nature of Development Concordia University, Montreal, Canada 27 October 1980

Poster for reading: Lecture/reading University of Aquila, Italy Circa late 1980s

Poster for reading: Marathon reading Norwich Playhouse, Norwich, UK 30 October 1996?

Poster for reading: Marathon reading, One Woman Plays Riksteatret, Oslo, Norway 1990

Poster for reading: Marathon reading Wesker's Women Young Vic, London, UK 17 June 1990

Poster for reading: 'Mothers and Meccas' Lancaster Literary Festival, Lancaster University, Lancaster, UK. 25 November 1979

Poster for reading: 'Out Of Apathy' Oxford University Socialist Discussion Group, Oxford, UK. 14 November 1987

Poster for reading: Public interview Louisianas Koncertsal, Copenhagen, Denmark 13 Mar. circa 1980s

Poster for reading: Reading from and talking about As Much As I Dare National Theatre Platform Performance 9 December 1994

Poster for reading: Reading from his work Lancaster Literature Festival, Lancaster, UK April/May 1981

Poster for reading: Reading from new work Cologne. The British Council 25 January 1982


Poster for reading: Readings Playwright's Festival, National Theatre School, Montreal, Canada 28/31 October 1980
Poster for reading: Readings The Harbour Front International Author's Festival, Toronto, Canada October 1973

Poster for reading: Readings The Anglo-Mexican Cultural Institute, Mexico. Circa 1981

Poster for reading: Readings with others Quarrendon Book Circus, Aylesbury, UK 16 November 1976

Poster for reading: 'Scenes and Songs' from the plays of AW (3 posters) Festival Fringe, Lancaster University, Lancaster, UK 28 April 1978

Poster for reading: Tour for the ACI giving reading of lecture Not To Be A Poet Is The Greatest of Our Miseries Italy 1975

Poster for reading: University of Paris VIII, France France 20 April 1989

Poster for reading: Wesker '68 Japan, Tokyo.

Poster for reading: Wesker '68. Included a production of "The Trilogy" Japanese Wesker Festival 1968

Poster for reading: 'Wesker on Wesker' Macerata University 30 Apr.-8 May 1987

Poster for reading: 'Wesker on Wesker' University of Macerata, Italy 30 Apr.-8 May 1987

Poster for reading: Wesker's Women University of East Anglia October 1988

Poster for reading: Wesker's Women. AW reads the cycle of One Woman Plays Machynllech, Wales

Poster for reading: 'Writers In Performance' Prospect Theatre, Suffolk, UK 14 January 1982